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AG), 2018, 720 pages, $240 (hardcover), $182 (e-book), ISBN: 978-3-319-63437-1, and cover page
given in Figure 1.

Over the last three decades, hundreds of articles, quite a few books, and several international
meetings (e.g., Vanwalleghem et al., 2018) have been devoted to the field of “pedometrics.” The
aims that are pursued in this field, and the achievements accomplished to date, may not be familiar
to researchers working on the description of physical, (bio)chemical, or microbiological processes
in soils. The recent publication by Springer of a comprehensive treatise on the topic affords an
opportunity to gain some understanding of what the field is about, and, perhaps of more direct
interest to readers of our section of the journal, to assess to what extent the content of the book is
relevant to the research on soil processes.

The field covered by the term “pedometrics”, used analogously to other words such as
biometrics, psychometrics, or econometrics (Webster, 1994), has evolved over the years, from “the
use of quantitative methods for the study of soil distribution and genesis and as a sustainable
resource” when the neologism was first coined in 1986, to “the development and application
of statistical and mathematical methods applicable to data analysis problems in soil science” in
the book reviewed here. An additional meaning, due to Webster (1994) is “soil science under
uncertainty,” implying that pedometrics deals with uncertainty in soil models that is due to
deterministic or stochastic variation, vagueness, and lack of knowledge of soil properties and
processes. Thus, from the narrow focus of pedometrics in 1986 on quantitative aspects of soil
distribution, there has been an intent, at least, to broaden the scope to include pretty much any
application of statistics and mathematics to soil science. Indeed, according to this broader intent,
any quantitative research on soils could in principle fall within the purview of pedometrics. With
this understanding, one might assume a priori that the field could be of direct relevance to the
research on soil processes. However, this warrants further scrutiny.

The Pedometrics book comprises 23 chapters, written by 44 different authors and organized
according to 7 parts: Introduction: What is pedometrics? (Part I, 1 chapter, 45 pages), Statistical
footings (Part II, 3 chapters, 71 pages), Soil measurements and properties (Part III, 3 chapters, 107
pages), Soil materials, horizons and profiles (Part IV, 2 chapters, 67 pages), Soil variation in space
and time (Part V, 3 chapters, 71 pages), Soil genesis (Part VI, 2 chapters, 47 pages), and Application
of pedometrics (Part VII, 4 chapters, 123 pages). Judging from the dates of the references cited and
in particular the fact that only 3 chapters contain any reference to work published in 2017, most
of the contributed texts appear to have been completed in 2016, a relatively long time before the
publication of the book, and therefore do not present the most up-to-date material in some areas.
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Chapter 22, on broad-scale soil monitoring schemes, is even a
reprinted version of a Pedosphere article published in 2012. To
some extent, it is unavoidable for edited books, which can be
published only when all contributions are in, to have chapters
with a range of completion dates. One could probably argue that
virtual special issues of electronic journals (like the “Research
Topics” at Frontiers), in which articles are published as soon
as they are accepted, and from which e-books can emanate if
there is a demand for them, constitute more efficient venues to
disseminate up-to-date information in a timely manner. As an
additional advantage, journal articles are perhaps reviewed more
carefully than is the case with book chapters, and in particular
more attention tends to be placed on whether or not they provide
an appropriate coverage of previous work.

A word count analysis of the book, using the search
feature associated with the e-book version, provides a fittingly
quantitative perspective on its content. Words like “variogram,”
“geostatistic,” “variability,” “mapping,” or “model” are found with
great frequency in the text and cited references, respectively 539,
232, 259, and 319, 1552 times. Words like “normality” or “non-
parametric,” which provide a counterpoint to the traditional
Gaussian foundation of geostatistics, are seldom mentioned,
respectively 12 and 16 times, even though practical experience
with non-normally distributed soil data suggests that they should
be paid significantly more attention. Terms that relate to topical
areas in the spatial analysis of soils, such as “Bayesian” (21)
or “machine learning” (25), make few appearances, which is
surprising, in view of the enthusiasm with which researchers
have adopted the associated perspectives in recent years (e.g.,
Douaik et al., 2004; Chammartin et al., 2013; Keskin et al.,
2019; Sergeev et al., 2019). Insofar as words typically used in the
description of specific soil processes are concerned, very rare to
virtually inexistent in the book arementions of “tomography” (19
occurrences), “leaching” (17), “macropore” (18), “bacteria (7)”,
“fungal” (4), “preferential” (3), “swelling” (1), “earthworm” (1),
or “macrofauna” (0).

In many ways, these occurrence statistics convey the strong
impression, confirmed upon reading through the text, that
the book, and by extension, the field of pedometrics, are
still predominantly focused on a very classical presentation
of geostatistics and of its application to the description of
spatially varying, largely static, characteristics of soils, with the
specific objective of producing maps. Pedostransfer functions are
advocated as a way to translate the information contained in or
associated with these maps into parameters that may be useful
to describe other soil features, and several applications presented
in the book illustrate their use. Nevertheless, the bulk of the text
is a description of parametric geostatistical methods available
to manipulate spatial data related to soils, in line largely with
the 1986 definition of pedometrics mentioned earlier. In that
context, the level of the text is that of a treatise, meant mostly for
specialists, andmay not be ideally suited for researchers with little
background knowledge, who might want to learn not just about
geostatistics, but more broadly about the quantitative analysis of
spatial and spatio-temporal data. From that standpoint, books
like those of Bivand et al. (2013), Chun and Griffith (2013), or
Cressie (2015), might be more suitable introductions to the field.

FIGURE 1 | Book cover of Pedometrics (Copyright @ 2018 Springer

International Publishing AG, Cham, Switzerland. Reprinted with permission).

Anyone who is keen to transition to the Bayesian perspective,
or is interested in the analysis of spatio-temporal data, both of
which in my view are steps in the right direction, may want to
turn to books written by Cressie and Wikle (2011) or Blangiardo
and Cameletti (2015).

From a process-oriented viewpoint, an aspect of the
Pedometrics book that is likely to surprise readers is the fact that,
aside from the production of maps and more recently of digital
maps, little is said in the book about possible purposes pursued
by pedometrics, as if the development of geostatistical methods
and their application to mapping were, in and of themselves,
satisfactory objectives. One could make in this context the same
comments that were made decades ago by, e.g., De Bakker (1970)
or Schelling (1970) with respect to soil classification. De Bakker
(1970), in particular, wrote that “from an extensive survey of
recent literature it appears that much is said about principles
of soil classification, whereas there is often a lack of definite
statements about purposes. As the character of any system of soil
classification is partly defined by the ultimate purposes which
the drafters had in mind, it is very important to know these
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purposes.” Indeed, a soil map made for fishermen, with only
two classes (soils with- and soils without earthworms), would
in all likelihood not be very useful for a wide range of other
applications. In a rational approach to the spatial (and temporal)
heterogeneity of soils, and to avoid putting the cart before the
horse, it would seem that the first step should be to state clearly
what question needs to be addressed and at what scale. From
there should follow the gathering of appropriate data and the
selection of the method(s) to be used for their analysis. One
could argue that this crucial issue of the ultimate purposes of
data gathering and analysis has not been sufficiently discussed so
far in the soil science literature, even in the latest massive effort
to produce a global digital map, in spite of vivid illustration that
purpose matters (e.g., Basu et al., 2010; Baveye and Laba, 2015).
In this respect, by avoiding to bring up the issue, the Pedometrics
book regrettably adheres to a long tradition1.

Nevertheless, several of the chapters may in principle be
of interest to researchers working on soil processes. Chapters
18 and 19 in Part VI deal with the genesis of soils, and
involve many “pedogenetic” processes whose study over the
years have produced a number of mathematical models, with
which researchers in any discipline of soil science should
probably be acquainted. Chapter 18, on mysterious-sounding,
so-called “Clorpt” functions (standing for “climate, organisms,
topography, parent material, and time”), is very short. Chapter
19 is significantly longer and covers some of the relevant
literature, but not all of it. In particular, the text ignores all
the very interesting research carried out in the last decade on
the short-term evolution of soils, e.g., in response to anthropic
effects (Cornu et al., 2009, 2012a,b; Montagne and Cornu, 2010;
Montagne et al., 2013, 2016; Keyvanshokouhi et al., 2016; van
Oort et al., 2017; Bakker et al., 2018).

1To start this much-needed discussion on the right footage, perhaps soil science
students should be encouraged to read the mystery novel “Murder on the links”
published in 1923 by Agatha Christie. In it, the author contrasts two investigative
approaches. Giraud, a detective of the Paris Sûreté, devotes a lot of time and energy
gathering clues of all sorts. He is repeatedly unnerved by Hercule Poirot, who on
the contrary sits comfortably in an armchair, contemplating various theories, and
seldom goes outside to find clues. The philosophy ofMonsieur Poirot is that, unless
one has a theory, one cannot tell which clues are relevant, and it is a waste of time
to collect them. Needless to say, the Belgian detective solves the case in the end. . . .

Two other chapters are particularly relevant to the research
on soil processes. Chapter 6 (Tarquis et al., 2018) deals
with the scaling characteristics of soil structure, and presents
in detail some of the measurement techniques (e.g., X-
ray computed tomography) and mathematical tools (fractal
geometry, multifractal measures, Minkowski functionals) that
have been used in the past two decades to characterize the
geometry and connectivity of the pore space in soils, as well as
the architecture (formerly referred to as the “structure”) of the
solid phase. These different topics, as well as the upscaling of
soil characteristics to the macroscopic scale, remain extremely
challenging at the moment (e.g., Baveye et al., 2018), and
researchers who are confronted with them in the study of a wide
range of soil processes will find this chapter an especially valuable
source of information. Another chapter, Chapter 17 (Rossiter
et al., 2018) also presents material that readers of this section of
our journal are likely to find particularly interesting. The chapter
provides a very good coverage of the literature dealing with the
valuation of the various ecosystem services delivered by soils
to human populations. The literature has expanded greatly in
this very topical area since mid-2016, when this chapter was
completed, but nevertheless the very lucid discussion by Rossiter
et al. (2018) of the limitations of the economic valuation and of
its use for decision making, even when envisaged in an ecological
economics context, is well worth reading.

Given the prohibitively high cost of this book, even at discount
book sellers, it is unlikely that many soil scientists, especially
if they are interested predominantly in the dynamics of soil
processes, will have much incentive in purchasing a copy of it
for their own library. The table of contents of the book can be
consulted on the Springer web site, or on the site of Google books
(where a preview of some of the pages is also available). From
there on, the best option may be to do what we used to do with
journal articles in the “good old days”, i.e., ask the authors of
chapters of interest for a (now electronic) reprint of their work.
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